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Before we get started

The Housekeeping Items
• Webinar slides and recording will be emailed

• Enter questions in chat on webinar panel
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Featured organizations

KPMG is a global network of independent
member firms offering audit, tax and
advisory services. KPMG member firms
operate in 147 countries, collectively
employing more than 219,000 people,
serving the needs of business,
governments, public-sector agencies, and
not-for-profits.

The International Association for Contract &
Commercial Management enables
organizations and professionals to achieve
world-class standards in their contracting
and relationship management process and
skills.

SirionLabs is the SaaS leader in enterprise
contract management (CLM), helping
enterprises manage the complete
contracting lifecycle on a single, easy-to-use
platform, enabling improved savings,
business outcomes and effective risk
management.

For more information, visit www.iaccm.com
For more information, visit
www.sirionlabs.com

For more information, visit www.kpmg.com
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What will be covered today

What have we learned about contract and supplier management during Covid-19

Key insights ‘hidden’ in enterprise contracts and where legacy contract analytics
approaches fall short in uncovering them

How AI technologies are revolutionizing contract analytics, and how enterprises can
integrate such technology into their CLM strategy

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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Meet the speakers

Toby Yu

Sally Guyer

Claude Marais

Managing Director
KPMG

CEO
IACCM

Co-founder and President
SirionLabs
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Contract management
technology has delivered greater
speed and an ability to better
manage the risks resulting from
the pandemic.
The most significant benefits
have been gained by those who
have undertaken a holistic
deployment within a consistent
process.
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How has the pandemic affected your view of the
value and importance of contract management
technology?
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5 - Business
critical

The fragmentation of data
across multiple systems
has proved a constraint for
almost every organization,
limiting the benefits that
their technology
investment should have
provided.
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Shortfalls in performance

Clause analysis

Portfolio
analysis

Collaboration
tools

Visibility across
a supply chain
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Negotiation
support

Technology Matters
Cost, cycle time & value
retention

The right
technology
matters even
more!

Competitiveness, commercial
innovation

Talent attraction & retention
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Where AI is used today

Addressing complexity…
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The potential
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From controversy to agreement
Almost 60% believe that the level of collaboration will increase.

52% see automation of negotiation as positive or are neutral

81% accept that intelligent systems will replace humans to a limited or large extent

Most current negotiators blame others for the inability to achieve better results

1/3 recognize that it’s their own lack of skills – and data?!
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Elevating our purpose
We believe that contracts are at the core of all
commercial relationships. Successful leaders
recognize the value of advanced contract
management capabilities and its critical role in
commercial performance, risk management,
innovation and third party relationships.

Ask yourself: are you just managing contracts
or are you realizing the commercial value contained
within?

© 2020 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
Cooperative
firms
affiliated
(“KPMG
with KPMG
International”),
International
a Swiss
Cooperative
entity. NDP086079
(“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. NDP086079
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Voice of the customer
“why does it take so
long to answer simple
contracting
questions?”

“I’m constantly
asking for status of
my contract… what is
taking so long?”

“I feel like I have to be
the expert in
contracting even
though it’s not my
job!”

“I’m struggling to see
the value they add to
my function”

“how do I know I’m
getting a good deal or
not?”
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What makes our jobs difficult?
It turns out that being successful at managing contracts (aka realizing commercial value) is quite
challenging and requires an enterprise strategy

Legal

Finance/AP

Risk &
Compliance

Procurement

Suppliers

Sales

Customers

Siloed functions and competing priorities

Complex process and disparate technologies
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Costly to govern and manage performance
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The 21st Century Enterprise architecture & strategy
Customer
engagement
Human Layer

Interface /
Applications

Changing nature &
value of assets

Customers

Mobile

Partners

Voice

Vendors, Suppliers

AR/VR

Drones

3D Printing

Workforce of
the future
Employees,
Contractors, Bots

Bots

Smart Devices/
Sensors

AI / Cognitive/
Intelligent Automation

Data Analytics

Smart Engines

Everything as a
service

Security
Layer

C
y
b
e
r

+
Data

Infrastructure

External – Customers,
Partners

App / Sensor Driven

Cloud

Transactional

APIs

Internal – Financial,
Operational

R
i
s
k

Blockchain
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AI’s impact on “Knowledge Workers”
The magnitude of change

Robotics
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) will drive
automation within traditional processes resulting in
greater capacity for value-added activities.

Machine Learning
Adaptive technologies will use smart algorithms to
learn from patterns and apply learning to future
situations.

Automation will change every job category at least by 25%
Technology will offer the equivalent capacity of 120 to 140 million
knowledge workers by 2025.

64%

Cognitive
Cognitive technologies will advance automation
past execution, through the ability to reason and
infer trends and patterns from both structured and
unstructured data.

Natural Language Processing
NLP will provide firms with unconstrained, real-time
information and new ways of interacting with
employees and customers

Of workers expected the term ‘workforce’ to eventually encapsulate
both human employees and intelligent machines

CEO’s see the importance and challenge

81%

cited artificial intelligence and machine learning as very or
extremely important to their company’s future, up from just 54% in
2016.

61%

are concerned about integrating cognitive processes and artificial
intelligence

© 2020 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. NDP086079
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Are companies implementing AI?
The CEO’s view

Implemented AI to automate some of our
processes

Begun a limited implementation of AI for
some specific processes

Piloting/trialing AI in just a small number
of processes

12%

51%

87% of CEO respondents are in
the early stages of implementing AI
36%

Not implemented any AI in the
organization
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How do I know if I can automate

Uniqueness of application

Specialized

Job Characteristics
that cannot be
“automated away”

Human

Potential for future
automation

Communication
& Context
Example: contract negotiator;
marketing strategist

Curiosity

Somewhat
common

Completely
standard

Example: category
innovator, commercial
value modeler

Automation
Transactional

Source: Frey & Osborne

Empathy
Example: supplier
diversity coordinator

Rules Based

Judgment within a
knowledge base

Autonomous
judgment and thought

Nature of skill
© 2020 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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From contract administrator to “strategist”
Current Knowledge-work
Value Distribution

Future Knowledge-work
Value Distribution

Capability Framework

Up to 70% reduction in
human labor driven by
Intelligent automation

Insight Layer
Strategic decisions and governance

Cognitive & Analytics Layer
Commercial & Risk modeling

Data Normalization Layer
Clauses, obligations, service levels

Current state
non-value added
activities will be
eliminated and
human support will
be redeployed to
higher value add
stratus of the ‘stack’
resulting in real-time,
supercharged insights

Foundational Layer
Contract authoring and execution
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AI Contract Management Use Case Examples

Intelligent
Contract
Assistant

Clause
Compliance
and Workflow

Contract
Comparisons
and Analysis

Negotiation
Suggestions

Commercial
Leakage
Prevention

Customer and
Supplier
Performance
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AI enables contract management objectives

—
Centralized
Repository
Reduced
total cost
Increase speed
of
ownership
to contract
— Integrated clause library

Improved
relationships

Lawyers today spend
the majority
of their time
— Enterprise-wide
— Guided
contract
— Proactive contract
scanning legal documentation,
journals
solution
generation
and during case
governance
discovery
phase
to
identify
and
aggregate
potential
routing
— High user adoption
— Data driven
evidence
—
Smart
templates
— Self-service
— Desired behaviors
and clause
libraries

Improved
Frictionless
commercial
collaboration
performance
Lawyers will be augmented by cognitive
— Single source of
— that
Balanced
risk vs
— Dashboards technology
can scan legal journals and
truth
reward
— Real-time querying
documents, allowing them to focus on new,
— Extensible
digital
— Directly
support
and modeling
specialized areas
of law such
as regulation
around
platform
strategic
business
— Enterprise wide
consequences of human-machine interactions
outcomes
integration and
data
Engineers will be augmented by AR and VR to allow
them to remotely operate and examine facilities, as
well as give new engineers hands on training.

Quicker insights &
better decisions
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Key Takeaways
•

AI is offering new capabilities for contract management professionals to better
serve their partners and a must-have moving forward

•

When evaluating contract management technology providers, challenge them to
answer questions you struggle with today with your existing capabilities

•

Leaders must create an AI Ready Culture that engages the organization through
‘collective intelligence’ enabled by new technologies

•

Organizations must effectively address their talent strategy to consider this
changing organizational model and the associated skillsets that may be required
for the AI-enabled world
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Thank You

SirionLabs | Who we are

Leveraging AI to transform enterprise contract management (CLM)

SIRION IMPACT

300,000+
Canada

UK

BUYERS AND
SUPPLIERS ON SIRION

Denmark
Netherlands

USA

India

$300B+
Singapore

TCV UNDER
MA N A G E ME N T

$40B+
I N V O I C E A MO U N T
VALIDATED

$2.2B+
HARD SAVINGS
ACHIEVED
© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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Contract Analytics is an integral part of the broader CLM value strategy

++

CLM

MATURITY

CLM

+

CLM
ANALYZE
CREATE

CONTRACT
AUTHORING

• Authoring workflows

OPERATIONALIZE

SMART
REPOSITORY

CONTRACT
ANALYTICS

• Hierarchical storage

• AI-powered extraction of
business outcomes

• Automated service level
calculation

• AI-powered contract
digitization

• Compliance monitoring

• Template/clause libraries • Change
management
• Auto template suggestion
• Obligation
• AI-driven auto-tagging of
management
clauses
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• Risk & deviation analytics

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

• Governance-ready
contracts

CAPABILITY
28

INVOICE
AUDITING

COLLABORATE

ENTERPRISE
NETWORK

• Auto invoice validation • Intelligent sourcing on network
• Consumption tracking connecting strategic buyers and
suppliers
• Digital resource
• Permissioned ledger architecture
units/price books
• Enterprise-ready integrations

Characteristics of traditional contract analytics solutions

Challenges

Businesses that
engage in datadriven decisionmaking experience
5-6% productivity
gains on average
MIT Research

• Extracting the data from contracts that can augment decision-making is
challenging
• A fragmented IT landscape comprising multiple ERPs, CLMs and other
systems plays host to high volumes of critical unstructured data that is
difficult to mine and analyze for insights
• Manual contract extraction services are expensive, time consuming and
error prone
• Traditional analytics solutions take too long to set-up and train and are
unable to assess portfolio risk, or gain insights to forge stronger
contracts

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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Key characteristics of next-gen AI-driven auto extraction technologies

Self-learning

Comprehensive

Scalable

Neural-network based self-learning AI
(vs traditional rule-based AI), which
grows smarter, faster with each
contract processed

Going beyond metadata- to extracting
obligations, service levels, pricing
tables enabling invoice validation

Simple to use and scalable to process
thousands of contract documents
simultaneously

Whatever you do, make sure to see the tool in action before believing the hype

Smart

Flexible

Intelligent

Integrable

Instead of just text extraction it
does intelligent data formatting for
machine recognition- to enable
immediate analytics

Users can train the system
themselves, which can
accept and process data from
multiple sources

Reduced learning lead time
to hours or days (vs. weeks
or months), incrementally
improving the platform’s
accuracy

Uses open APIs so processed
data can be fed to other thirdparty applications for further
downstream application

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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Your checklist | What to look for in an AI driven contract analytics solution (1/3)

Upload

Extract

Analyze

• Drag and drop files from anywhere – either from the CLM
repository or from integrated third-party enterprise systems
• Organize documents into project folders and track everything on
the live project board
• Allow user to select from 100+ predefined domain-specific fields
such as terms and conditions, metadata, and obligation
categories

• Extract data from multiple document and image formats, zipped
folders or embedded documents (email attachments)
• Automatically take care of folders and sub folders

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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Your checklist | What to look for in an AI driven contract analytics solution (2/3)

Upload

Extract

Analyze

• Extract standard clauses and metadata, e.g. counterparty name,
effective /expiration dates, insurance clauses
• Classify obligations into categories and extract data such as title,
description, frequency of performance, type
• Automatically convert non-searchable documents into searchable
versions through built-in OCR
• Perform multi-line, multi-column, multi-table, multi-language data
extractions on handwritten and digital documents
• Enable full text search across the entire document repository
• Enrich extracted data or make corrections on individual documents
or in bulk
• Auto-detection of cross references across contractual documents

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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Your checklist | What to look for in an AI driven contract analytics solution (3/3)

Upload

Extract

Analyze

• Send single or multiple extracted documents for review by
assigning them to reviewer(s)
• Extracted data is governance-ready and flows into downstream
CLM modules for in-life management of contracts
• Deduplication and similarity warnings
• Highlight missing clauses and clause deviations from company
preferred positions
• A workbench view for a live extraction status ticker by project
• Useful insights to help assess project status and generate status
reports
• Audit log to show document history including comments, edits,
and review actions

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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What a reliable AI-powered contract extraction & analytics platform looks like
An extraction platform that simplifies
the process of extracting granular
contract data

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.

Convert passive contract elements
into measurable and actionable
digital objects, which can be tracked
across their lifecycle
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Self learning ML engine, growing
smarter with each contract it
processes and incrementally improves
the platform’s accuracy

www.SirionLabs.com

marketing@SirionLabs.com

/SirionLabs

What’s next?

• Please complete a brief survey at the end of this webinar to give us your
feedback

• Look out for a follow-up email with a copy of these slides and a recording
of the webinar
• Join us for more such events

© 2012-20 SirionLabs Pte. Ltd. The contents of this presentation are proprietary.
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THANK YOU

www.SirionLabs.com
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